
MAPPING ANTARCTICA’S ICE 
SHELVES and ocean from the air 

A specially adapted seaplane will enable new  
observations in Antarctica’s most inaccessible areas,  
leading to improved predictions of future sea-level rise. 
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Since 2007, Dr Greenbaum has led 
or participated in 12 consecutive 
scientific expeditions to Antarctica and 
three to Greenland. As the head of 
flight operations for the International 
Consortium for Exploration of the 
Cryosphere by Airborne Profiling 
(ICECAP), he has logged over 1500 
hours on survey aircraft, acquiring data 
from areas of Antarctica vulnerable to 
rapid retreat and sea-level rise. He has 
a strong track record of international, 
cross-institution collaboration. 

P IL O T C OL L A B OR AT OR
John Marshall
John Marshall is a pilot with over 
5000 hours in command over the past 
10 years and nearly 4000 hours on 
seaplanes. He is currently a captain 
on the Basler DC3T performing survey 
flights throughout Africa and Asia, 
and moving clients and cargo around 
Antarctica. John flew an exceptionally 
complicated Antarctic survey season 
with the ICECAP project in late 2017 
and early 2018 where he began 
working with Dr Greenbaum.
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Antarctica’s environments are 
highly connected. Observing the 
ways in which these environments 
interact — rather than studying each 
one in isolation — allows us to make 
far more accurate and informed 
predictions about future change.

Using a specially adapted seaplane, 
researchers will combine expertise in 
glaciology and physical oceanography 
to uncover new information about the 
interaction of ice and oceans along 
Antarctica’s continental shelf and 
beneath its fringing ice shelves. 

This world-first project will enable 
scientists to explore and monitor some 
of the continent’s most hard-to-access 
and previously unobserved areas, and in 
doing so will fill a knowledge gap that is 
critical to predicting future sea-level rise. 

Your support can help make this 
exciting project a reality.

Exploring new areas  
Over the last 10 years, the 
International Consortium for 
Exploration of the Cryosphere by 
Airborne Profiling (ICECAP), with 
leadership from the Australian 
Antarctic Division and partners in 

six other nations, has used modern 
airborne remote sensing equipment 
to acquire detailed maps of the land 
beneath the ice within the Australian 
Antarctic Territory (AAT). 

ICECAP’s results show that the AAT’s 
vast interior subglacial basins contain 
enough ice to raise global sea level 
by at least 9 metres and that coastal 
ice is melting faster than previously 
appreciated. In order to develop a 
better understanding of the observed 
coastal melt, research focus has now 
moved to the continental shelf and 
shallow ocean around East Antarctica: 
an area that to date is virtually 
unexplored.

East Antarctica’s continental shelf 
is one of the hardest areas to 
observe — a place where even 
icebreakers struggle to reach — so 
it remains the part of the continent 
we understand the least. However, 
the same sea ice conditions that 
make accessing the coast difficult for 
icebreakers result in an environment 
ideal for seaplane operations. Winds 
push sea ice away from Antarctica’s 
immediate coastline so that waters 
along glacier calving fronts — the most 
critical areas to observe — are open 
and relatively calm. 



The research team aims to use a 
modified seaplane, equipped with  
both remote sensing and 
oceanographic instruments, to 
access these hard-to-reach areas 
and undertake synchronized 
characterisation of the ice shelves and 
surrounding ocean for the first time.

Four key outcomes
Forming a central component of the 
international collaborative Southern 
Ocean Observing System (SOOS), the 
seaplane project has been designed  
to achieve four specific outcomes. 
These are:

• Acquire near-simultaneous 
estimates of the glaciological and 
oceanographic context for observed 
changes in ice shelf behavior.

• Acquire the first ever measurements 
of seafloor depth and ocean state in 
coastal open water areas. 

• Substantially reduce the cost of 
access to near coastal open water 
areas to enable monitoring of areas 
that have either not been observed 
or that have been observed too 
few times to establish an adequate 
record of oceanographic variability. 

• Improve numerical models of 
sub-ice shelf ocean circulation and 
associated ice shelf response with 
new and enhanced seafloor, ocean 
state, and ice shelf observations.

Continuing Australia’s 
tradition of leadership 
in Antarctic airborne 
science
The experienced team of researchers, 
led by Dr Jamin Greenbaum from 
the University of Texas, will be using 
cutting edge technology in their quest 
to unlock crucial new information. 

But the project is an extension of an 
international collaborative airborne 
approach to Antarctic science that was 
first developed by Sir Douglas Mawson in 
the 1920s. Mawson’s British, Australian, 
New Zealand Antarctic Research 
Expeditions (BANZARE) operated a float-
equipped Gypsy Moth biplane to visually 
survey the Antarctic coast. 

The observations from these surveys 
were central to establishing what 
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HOW CAN YOU HELP?
The Antarctic Science Foundation 
is seeking $1,741,090 towards 
this research. By making a 
gift to the Foundation, your 
contribution will fund: 
• lease of a DHC-3 aircraft for 

two Antarctic deployments
• modification of the aircraft 

structure and avionics for 
scientific operations

• scientific instrumentation
• labour, shipping and ground 

support equipment

18% of your contribution to projects will go towards the operations of the Antarctic Science Foundation.

EAST ANTARCTIC FOCUS AREAS
Note the large data gaps on the continental shelf.

would become the Australian  
Antarctic Territory. 

In a fitting tribute to Mawson’s work, 
this new, three-year program — which 
includes a year of aircraft modification 
and test flights, followed by two 
years of Antarctic deployments — has 
been planned to overlap with the 
90th anniversary of the 1929-1931 
BANZARE expeditions. 

With your help, we will continue 
the work that Sir Douglas Mawson 
started 90 years ago: revolutionising 
our understanding of a previously 
inaccessible area of East Antarctica, 
while enabling more accurate 
predictions of future sea-level rise.
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